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COLLEGE OF LAW
I

CALENDAR 1970 - 1971

Summer Quarter - 1970
11-Week Term
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Adding Courses
Independence Day - Holiday - No Classes
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Summer.Quarter
1st 5¥.z-Week Term
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
2nd 5%-Week Term
Registration

June 15, 16
June 16
June 18
June 24
July 4
July 29
August 21
August 24-27
August 27
June 15-16
June 16
June 18
July 8
July 21
July 20-24

Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations

June 15-16
July 23
July 27
July 27
August 14
August 27
August 31

1970 - 1971
Fall Quarter
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Add ing Courses
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Thanksgiving Holidays
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Fall Quarter
Christmas Holidays

September 28, 29
September 30
October 1
October 6
November 10
November 26-29
December 11
December 14-18
December 18
December 19-January 3
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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR Continued
1971
Winter Quarter
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Adding Courses
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Winter Quarter
Spring Holidays
Spring Quarter
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Add ing Courses
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Memorial Day - Hol iday - No Classes
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Spring Quarter
Commencement
Summer Quarter
11-Week Term
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Adding Courses
Independence Day - Holiday - No Classes
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
End of Summer Quarter
1st 5%-Week Term
Registration
Classes Begin
Final Registration Date
Final Date for Official Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations
2nd 5%-Week Term
Registrat ion
Classes Begin
Final Date of Registration
Final Date fo r Offici al Withdrawal
Last Day of Instruction
Final Examinations

January 4
January 4
January 6
January 11
February 15
March 12
March 15-19
March 19
March 20-28
March 29
March 29
March 31
April 5
May 10
May 31
June 4
June 7-9
June 11
June 13

June14,15
June 16
June 17
June 23
July 5
July 28
August 20
August 23-27
August 27
June 14-15
June 16
June 17
July 7
July 20
July 21
June 14, 15
July 22
July 23
July 26
August 13
August 26
August 27
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PART-TIME FACULTY

FULL-TIME FACULTY

AVER
Y S.DECATU'R
COH E N L ec
turer", BA
ROBE RT
L ee
. ., Case Western Reserve; J .D., Harvard
ANTHONY R. FIORETTJu.'.:J·i!3,;:;:;,~ k ron Univers1.ty ;_J .D ., Cleveland -Marshal)
PER RYE. HAMILTON L~ctu:er B A o~ssorWB.S., Ohio Stat e; J .D., LL.M., Cleveland-Marshall
ROMAN T . KEENEN L ecturer B, S . M' '. ase(Oh~st)ern Reserve; J .D., Cleveland-M arshall
10 . M A O k lahom · LLB y
LEONAR
'
' · • iami
D LANE , Adjunc t Professor BA J D
a,
· .. ale
SANFORD w. LI KOVER, L ecturer
B .A .. c' .. ase West ern Reserve
RI CHARD M. MAR KUS, Adjunct Pro fes~o~ Bl';{e l~nd ~tate , J.D., LL.M., Case Western Reserve
NORMAN B. Ml LLE R, Adjunc t Professor . . " ort '."'est ern ; J.D ., Harvard
Clevel and-Marshall
' B.A ., Oberlin , J .D., Case Western Reserve ; LL.M.,

ANN ALDRICH, Associate Professor of L aw (1967]
B.A., Columbia University ; J.D., LLM., J.S.D., New York University

B

CHARLES AUERBACH, Professor of Law (1969]
B.A ., J.D., Case Western Reserve University; LLM., Cleveland-Marshall Law School
JAMES B. BOS KEY, Assistant Professor of Law (1968]
B.A., Princeton University ; M.A., Indiana University ; J.D., University of Michigan
JAMES T. BRENNAN, A ssociate Professor of Law [1969]
B.A., Yale University ; J.D., Harvard University
JOHN P. BROWNE, Associate Librarian & Assistant Professor of Law [1969]
B.S., John Carroll University; J.D., University of Detroit; M.S. in L.S ., Case Western Reserve
University
EDWARD CHITLI K, Professor of Law [1969]
B.A.,J.D., Case Western Reserve University
HYMAN COHEN, Associate Professor of Law [1967]
B.A ., City College of City University of N .Y .; J.D ., LL.M., New York University
THEODORE DYKE.Associate Professor of Law [1964]
B.S., J.D., Fordham University ; LLM., New York University
FRANK D. EMERSON, Professor of Law [1967]
B.A., University of Akron ; J.D., Case Western Reserve University; LL.M ., New York University
JAMES T. FLAHERTY, Professor of Law & Assistant Dean [1966]
B.S., M.Ed., J.D., Boston College
HE LEN L. GA REE, Librarian and Assistant Professor of Law [1966]
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LIZABETH
A MOODY
OWEN
C NEFF
L
' L ecturer, B_. A., Columbi a; LLB., Ya le
JOSPEH PATCH·A~c~;;~~r~~A . , Ohio Wes leya ~ ; J.D., Michi ga n
ELLIS V RIPPNER' Ad '
'B .S.B .A., Miami (Ohio) ; J .D., Cl eveland -Marshall
RICHAR .D W. SCHWAR'J!(;c~:~~:~;sor, J.D., Cleveland-M arshall ; LL.D. Wilberforce
STEVEN A. SI NDE LL L ecturer B :.· ~-~·· Mi c~ igan ; J.D.,. Case Western Reserve
JAC K F SMITH Ad,;u' t p ~ ' · ., o u m bia, J.D., Cal1forn1a (B er k ley)
·
•
, nc roi essor B B A Cle I d s
WILTON S. SOGG, Adjunc t Profess~r ·B ·A·· D ve an
_rat e; J.D ., LL.M ., Cleveland-Marshall
K EITH E. SPERO, L ec turer BA J
c" ., artmouth , J .D., Harvard
BERNARD J. STUPLINSKI L~ct~; ., ase Weste rn Reserve
DONALD A TEARE L
'
er, B.B.A., J.D., Case Western Reserve
·
, ecturer B A LL B y I
HAROLD TICKTIN L
' • . , . · ., a e
PAUL TOR BET L e~tu~~~urer, B.A., OhlO Stat e; J.D., Case West ern Reserve
CARLE Wl, SM,UTH Adiu~~t·Pc a;e Western Reserve ; LL.M., Cleveland-Marshall
Clevei and-Marshall
,
roi essor, B.S., M.D., University of Pittsburgh; J.D.,

0

LAW EMERITI
WILLIAM K. GARDNER LL M LL
RUDOLF H. HEIMANso'N LL"
.D., Professp r of L aw Emeritus.
WILSON G. STAPLETON BS ·~· ;LJM., J.U .D., Professor of Law & Librarian Emeritu s.
• · . ·• · ., .D., ll.D ., HH.D., Dean Emeritus.

J.D., Cleveland-Marshall Law School
JAMES K. GAYNOR, Dean & Professor of Law [1967]
B.S., J.D., Indiana University; LL.M., S.J.D., George Washington University
DAVID B. GOSHI EN, Associate Professor of L aw [1968]
B.A., Brown University ; J.D., University of Chicago
JAMES P. HUDDLESTON.Associate Professor of L aw & A ssistant Dean [1969 ]
B.S., J.D., University of Detroit
HARVEY LEISER, Assistant Professor of Law [1969]
B.A., J.D., Case Western Reserve University; M.B.A., LLM., New York University
LeROY L MURAD, Professor of Law (1957]
B.A., London University ; M.A., B.C .L, Oxford University
HOWARD L. OLECK, Distinguished Professor of Law [1956]
B.A., University of Iowa ; J.D., New York Law School; LLD., Baldwin-Wallace College ; Litt.D.,
John Marshall University
KEVIN SHEARD, Professor of Law [1963]
B.A., Williams College; M.S., University of Wisconsin; M.B.A., Xav ier University (Ohio);
J.D., Loyola University (Chicago)
CARROLL H . SIER K, Associate Professor of L aw [1968]
B.B.A., J.D., St. Mary's University (Texas) ; LLM., Southern Methodist University
ARNOLD H. SUTI N, Assistant Professor of Law [1968]
B.A., Brooklyn College of City University of N .Y. ; J.D., LL.M., Brooklyn Law School ;
S.J.D., New York Law School
WILLIAM L TABAC,AssistantProfessorofLaw [1969]
B.A .. Case Western Reserve University; J.D., George Washington University
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CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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Chairman
James J. Nance-Chairman of the Board, First Union Realty
Vice Chairman
Curtis Lee Smith-Consultant-Director, Greater Cleveland
Growth Association
Treasurer
Edward W. Sloan, Jr.-President, Oglebay Norton Company
Joseph W. Bartunek-Judge of Probate Court of
Cuyahoga County
Ernest R. Johnson - Assi stant President and First Vice President,
Republic Steel Corporation, Retired
Alvin I. Krenzler-Judge of Common Pleas Court of
Cuyahoga County
Middleton H. Lambright, M.D.
Abe Silverstein-Director of Environmental Planning,
Republic Steel Corporation
J. Maurice Struchen-President, Society. National Bank
James M. Maher-Secretary to the Board and Legal Counsel of the University

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION
Office of the President
Harold L. Enarson, Ph.D ., President
Major B. Jenks, Ph .D., Executive Assistant to the President
Raymond C. Bowen, Ph .D., Special Assistant to the President
Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs
James G. Miller, M.D., Ph .D. , Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Office of the Vice-President for Business and Finance
Gordon L. Hansen, M.B.A., Vice-President for Business and Finance
Office of the Vice-President for Planning
Thomas E. Haynes, B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, M.B.A.,
Vice-President for Planning
Office of the Dean of Faculties, and of the Graduate College
Herbert C. Corben , Ph .D., Acting Dean of Faculties and
Dean of Graduate Studies
Office of the Dean of Student Life
E.C. Wallenfeldt, Ed .D., Dean for Student Life
Office of Development
Robert L. Jones, M.A., Director of Development

CLEVELAND-MARSHALL COLLEGE OF LAW ADMINISTRATION
James K. Gaynor, S.J.D., Dean
James T. Flaherty, J.D., Assistant Dean
James P. Huddleston, J.D., Assistant Dean
Alice B. Meck, J .D., Assistant Registrar
Helen L. Garee, J.D., Law Librarian
John P. Browne, J.D., M.S. in Library Scienc·es, Associate La w Librarian
Patricia Ring, M.S. in Library Sciences, Assistant La w Librarian
Carole A. Czeck, Secretary to the Dean & Assistant Director of
Student Financial Aid
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OVERVIEW OF THE
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
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The Cleveland-Marshall College of Law of Cleveland State University
became a part of the University in 1969. Formerly it had been an
independent degree-granting -institution known as Cleveland-Marshall Law
School which, in turn, was the result of a merger of the Cleveland Law School
and the John Marshall School of Law.
To obtain needed space until new buildings are ready, Cleveland State
University has been buying and leasing facilities in the immediate area for
classroom and faculty offices. Meanwhile, the University's multi-phase
development plan, begun in 1966, is well under way. A $5.6 million Basic
Science building was occupied and dedicated in the fall of 1969, and a $12.5
million classroom building and the $21.7 million, 20-story University Tower
are nearing completion.
Academically, the University has added about 300 undergraduate courses,
and by the fa 11 of 1969 had established six colleges.
tleveland State University and its College of Law are, by design and history,
primarily urban institutions with an urban point of view, while yet striving for
a universal approach to education.
Location of the Main Campus
Adjacent to downtown Cleveland, the University's main campus is situated in
an urban complex which offers cultural and educational enrichment to
students. The Cleveland Public Library, whose 3,000,000 volume collection
ranks second in the nation, is within one mile. Cleveland's Museum of Art,
Museum of Natural History, Health Museum, and Severance Hall, home of the
famous Cleveland Orchestra, are all within easy reach. Also accessible are the
Public Hall theaters, the Play House, Karamu House, and the Hanna Theater,
where stage productions, both professional and amateur, may be seen all year
round .
Academic Organization

History of the University
ted by the action of the General
The Cleveland State Universi~y wasocrea b 17 1964 The following day,
of
Ohio
on
ecem
er
'
.
S
t
Assembly of t he ta e
d
.
d the enabling bill into law, and
Ohio Governor Jame~ A. Rhoofesn~~~netrustees. Their first duty was to
announced the appointment
.
.t within the confines of Greater
determine the location of the new univers1 y
Clevel and.
In March, 1965, the
Trustees of Fenn College
of a formal contract to

The University consists of six colleges: Arts and Sciences, Engine~ring,
Educ3tion, Business Administration, Graduate Studies, and Law; and has
both day and evening classes. Other colleges will be opened as the University
grows and demand warrants. An Institute for Urban Studies and a Division of
Continuing Education were established in 1967. The colleges offer about 40
baccalaureate degrees, and numerous graduate programs.

t s of Cleveland State University and the
rus ee
f ·nciples which became the basis
agr~~d t~:n~t io1i:~e as the nucleus of the new
~t1l1zeCI I d State of its land and buildings, and
T

~:~vs~~~i::d i~:~~c~:~::dg~!~f~~o t~vee ~~iversity on September 1, 1965.
8
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CLEVELAND-MARSHALL
COLLEGE OF LAW
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Those appointed to terms expiring at the end of 1970 are Clarence James,
law director for the City of Cleveland; John M. Manos, judge of the Cuyahoga
County Court of Appeals, and Wilton Sogg, attorney and part-time faculty
member at Cleveland-Marshall.
Terms end December 31, 1971, for Hugh Corrigan, member of the Board
of County Commissioners; Carol G. Emerling, attorney and chief of the
Criminal Division of the Public Defender's Office, and John Kusik,
vice-chairman of the C & 0 and B & 0 railroads.
Appointees with three-year terms ending in 1972 are John T. Patton, judge
of the Cuyahoga County Criminal Court; Louis Stokes, member of the U.S.
House of Representatives (21st District), and Dr. Carl Wasmuth, chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Cleveland Clinic Hospital and chairman of the
Cleveland-Marshall Board of Trustees.
All appointees except Sogg and Kusik are graduates of the Law College.
As overseer of the college, the board acts in an advisory capacity to
Cleveland State's Board of Trustees and carries out such duties in relation to
Cleveland-Marshall that the CSU Board may from time to time assign.
Objectives
The primary purpose of Cleveland-Marshall College of Law is to prepare
qualified men and women for the active practice of law in any common-law
jurisdiction, and also to provide legal training for qualified persons who may
plan to enter public service or business. It seeks to further the inculcation of
the spirit, the ideals, and the ethical standards of the common legal heritage
of English-speaking people. The "pervasive" method of inculcating sound
legal ethics is employed at this College of Law. Only those persons who are
qualified by prior training and who are seriously determined to complete the
entire course with creditable scholastic records are desired as students.
The essence of good legal training is the development of the ability to
analyze problems, to discern and assimilate relevant facts, and to make policy
decisions. These skills will prove of great value to the student whether he
actually engages in the practice of law or not. Sheer content knowledge of
law is part of, and a pre-condition of, such skills.

History of the College of Law
Cleveland Law School was established in 1897, and John Mars~all 1~:;
School (of Cleveland) was founded in 1916. The two were mer~ed in
'
under the name of Cleveland-Marsh~ll Law School, an independent,
degree-granting institution. In 1969 this school became part o\Cleve~a~d
State University, and the law school's name was c ange
o
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, one of th~ co~pone~t ~~~~gesb~~~i~ge
first graduate professional school of the University_ T e
' f
d t'
assets, endowment, faculty, and staff of the law school were trans ~~~de~
the University pursuant to approval by Governor James A.
•
authorization by the Ohio Legislature and Board of Regents,_ agre_ement
between the respective boards of trustees and officers, and_ con:irmat1on b~
the courts. In January 1970, by authorization of the University Board o
·d t Harold L Enarson symbolically bestowed Cleveland
Trustees, Prest en
·
I
h ols in
State University degrees upon the alumni of the predece~sor aw sc _o '.
place of their earlier-dated diplomas, making them alumni of the University.
Board of Overseers

:or

Nine rominent Clevelanders comprise the Board of Overseers
~he
Clevel:nd-Marshall College of Law of the Cleveland St~te University.
A ointment of an overseers' board was provi?ed f~r in the mer~er
a;~ement when Cleveland-Marshall Law s_choo_I joined Wit~ CSU, replacing
the former Law School board, which remained in effect until June 30, 1970.

<

r

Day and Evening Sessions
Instruction is offered in both day and evening sessions. The day session is for
those students who are able to devote their full time to the study of law. Its
curriculum is arranged to permit completion of the course in three years. The
· evening session is principally for those students who work during the day and
are unable to devote their full time to the study of law. The evening
curriculum is arranged to permit completion of the course in four years.
Entrance, scholastic, and graduation require men ts ari:i the same for both

11
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sessions. The course of instruction and the faculty are substantially identical
in the day and evening sessions

. ...
,

Day session classes, in the three-year full -time program, will meet as
scheduled, between 9:00 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Housing Accommodations

Evening session classes, in the four-year program, will meet as scheduled,
between 6:10 p.m. and 9:50 p.m.
Day students may attend evening session classes, and evening students may
attend day session classes, only with the permission of the Dean.
Occasionally, classes may be held on Saturday mornings.

M~ni~ipal Court, as well as federal, state, and municipal administrative
buildings. The College faces the new County Administration building and is
adjacent to the County Courthouse .

'

~ .

I
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Most gra~uate an~ .professional school students prefer to choose, or already
have, their own Irving quarters in or around Cleveland and its suburbs. Few
seem to desire dormitory or "offically-approved" housing accommodations.
Nev~rtheless, law students, being more mature than undergraduates, are
~art1cul~rl~ welcome to apply for appointment as "Student Hall Supervisors"
in the limited number of dormitory halls available. All students will receive
help in finding suitable living quarters if they address inquiries to the Office
of the Dean of the College of Law.

Accreditation
The College of Law is fully approved by the American Gar Association, and is
a charter member of the League of Ohio Law Schools, he accrediting arm of
the Supreme Court of Ohio. It also is registered with the U. S. Department_of
Justice Immigration Service for acceptance of students from foreign
countries. Students under the G. I. Bill and other Veterans Administration
benefits may attend this College of Law, as its approval by the Ohio State
Department of Education is ac~epted by the U. S. Veterans Administration.
The College of Law also has the usual and various approvals of different state

'

.

Current circumstances and selective admission standards have resulted in a

r1 ,.

'
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The students and alumni of Cleveland-Marshall are characterized
generally, by a mature, cosmopolitan, practical, and energetic approach to th~
law. They are, almost without exception, highly motivated to improve
themselves, the law, and their communities.
The trustees, faculty, administration, alumni, and students of the
University and of the College are dedicated to the finest American tradition
of earning self-improvement by merit and work, and to the American ideal of
a system of law that is of, by, and for the people.

Location

12

required for adm1ss1on, and many students have served in the Armed Forces
or_ have been employed since graduation from college. Consequently, they
bring to the College of Law a mature judgement which enhances the level of
classroom discussion. Selective admission standards place substantial emphasis
on undergraduate records, and Law School Admission Test scores also
contribute to the high level of work done in the College.

•

· 11

the College library.

The College of Law occupies commodious quarters in its own, four story and
lower level, extensively modernized, air conditioned building at 1240 Ontario
Street, Cleveland, Ohio. Located near Public Square in the heart of the city,
the College is readily accessible by automobile and public transportation, and
is located one mile from CSU's main campus. There are ample parking
facilities adjoining the College building, available at nominal fees to students.
Within a few minutes walking distance of the College are one of the District
Courts of the United States, the largest Appellate Court of Ohio, the
Common Pleas Court of Cuyahoga County, the Probate Court of Cuyahoga
County, the Juvenile Court of Cuyahoga County, and the Cleveland

Almost every state, and many foreign countries, are represented among the
student body and alumni.

stud~nt group of. hi.gh quality and unusual maturity.A baccalaureate degree is

education departments.
Students who are graduated from the College with the first degree in law
are eligible to apply to take the bar examinations of any jurisdiction of the
United States. But all students, upon being admitted to the College, should
"immediately ascertain the requirements to qualify to take the bar
examinations" of any jurisdiction in which they may be interested, because
the bar examiners or courts of some jurisdictions require registration or
application with them at the time of, or soon after, the student enters school.
The rules governing admission to the bar in the various states are summarized
in the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory, published annually, and available at

Student Body and Alumni

Library

I~

'

,

The la".'"' library serves students, faculty, and members in good standing of the
Alumni Association. It is open weekdays from 8 :30 a.m. to 10:45 p.m. ;
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Sundays from 12:00 noon to 5:00
p.m. Containing over 67,000 volumes, it is growing steadily and is kept up to
date. The collection includes the complete reports of all Ohio courts, the
reports of all other states, including the complete National Reporter System,
all federal court reports, the American Digest System, Northeastern, West's,

13

and Page's Ohio Digest, session laws and codes of Ohio, federal statutes ~nd
the statutes of all other states,.'<lnnotated and subject reports, encyclopedias,
dictionaries, text books, case books, form books and manuals. It carries about
400 titles of law reviews and other periodicals, the reports of federal and
Ohio administrative agencies, of the U. S. and Ohio Attorneys General, the
Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations.
English reports and statutes, as well as a variety of other foreign
publications are received. Subjects which are allied to the law - such as
medical jurisprudence, accounting, and economics are well represented.
While many books are easily accessible on open shelves, text and form
books unbound periodicals and advance sheets from the Reserve Room must
be ch,arged out against the deposit of the students' or al_umni 's. ~~rd. A
microfilm and record collection are provided, as are photostatmg fac11it 1es.

Method of Instruction
The Case Method of instruction , as developed by the majority of law schools
in the United States, is the fundamental, but not the exclusive, method of
instruction. Some faculty members use such variations as the Adversary
Method, Socratic Dialogue, the Problem Method, and others. Each metho~ is
designed not only to train the student in the science and art of solving
complex legal and other problems and to fix in the student's memory the
great principles of law, but also to trace the re~sonin~ ~ehind the
development of such principles, to stimulate provocative thinking, and to
develop the power of legal analysis.
While particular trends and characteristics of Ohio law_ may be _no~ed, the
courses for the most part are designed to train students m the principles of
common law and equity, and to furnish them with a backgro~n~ f~r _the
practice of law, not only in Ohio but in any common-law 1unsd1ct1on.
Experience has demonstrated that the best legal training is not_g~ined_fr_om _study
devoted primarily to the law of any single state. Such sp~c1_f1c tram mg in law
is not required to enable the student to qualify for adm1ss1on to _t~e bars of
the various states, and a broad training in the methods and sp1nt of law,
supplemented by guidance in the examination of local peculiarities, produces
a more effective and higher type of lawyer than can be produced by
instruction of narrower scope.
All members of the full -time faculty have had experience in the practice of
law, and the faculty is supplemented by judges and seasoned l~wyers who
have had extended teaching experience. Thus, the faculty brings to the
student body not only the theory of the law, but also its practice and
everyday application.

14

Services to the Profession
The College of Law has a strong sense of responsibility to the members of the
bench and bar, and to the public in general. The activities which it undertakes
in discharging this responsibility are described in some law schools by
characterizing the institution as a "law center."
Special programs, conferences, and lectures conducted by bar associations
and societies and other groups, as well as by the College faculty, are regularly
arranged for the purpose of keeping attorneys and others acquainted with
significant legal developments and of providing specialized expert discussion
and information in particluar fields. The Law Review and other research
activities seek to attain the same end. Support of local programs of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, the Legal Aid Society, and the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, is a regular part of the College work.
For example, the Moot Court room often is used for actual sessions of the
Probate Court, the Board of Tax Appeals, the Supreme Court of Ohio, bar
association hearings, Legal Aid Society work, et cetera, and various
conferences of public authorities and organizations are held in conference and
classrooms. All of these offer to students a laboratory of legal work that is
eminently real. Public and professional services of other types are too diverse
for individual listing.
Research Training
Much of the work done by a law student is in the nature of legal research.
Specifically, training in legal research is given in courses such as Legal
Bibliography, Legal Writing, Moot Court, Special Legal Research, and the
Seminars. The Continuing Legal Education and graduate programs involve
much research work.
Students are selected by faculty members to serve as Research Assistants,
and receive academic credit as for elective courses for such work. For
example, Research Assistants currently are engaged in research projects
ranging from the selection, preparation, and editing of original materials for
legal periodicals used by practicing lawyers, to assistance with manuscripts of
law books and articles in various legal fields. In a typical project, some thirty
students and recent graduates, under the direction of faculty participants,
conducted an original-materials study of foundations for a Congressional
committee. Also, faculty members and students of the College participated in
planning the Cleveland Bail Bond Project for the release of indigent prisoners
on recognizance pending trial, with a grant from the Allstate Foundation.
Student volunteer work with the Cleveland Legal Aid Society, for academic
credit, is a regular part of the College curriculum.
Moot Court and Law Review are two major areas of research work
available to qualified students.
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In passing on an application for admission, the Faculty Committee on
Admissions will weigh individually each applicant's college record and the
indications of probability of success or failure in the highly competitive law
school curriculum and legal profession. Consideration will be given to the
college record, the completed application form, personal qualifications, the
legal aptitude test, recommendations, and all other available facts.

The College of Law Library offers good research sources. Diagonally across
the street, in the County Courthouse, the Cuyahoga Law Library has one of
the largest and finest collections in the nation . The Cleveland Public Library,
some three city blocks away, is one of the three or four greatest general
libraries in the country.
Requirements for Admission

Advanced Standing
Students in good standing from law schools approved by the American Bar
Association or the League of Ohio Law Schools may be admitted to advanced
standing upon evidence that they have satisfactorily pursued a course of
pre-legal and legal study equivalent to that required in this College for the
period preceding the date when such students are admitted. A minimum of
42 quarter credit hours will be required in residence at this College to entitle
any such student to a degree.

The College of Law, which is open to men and women of good moral
character, admits students (other than those seeking admission with advanced
standing) only in the Fall Quarter.

Regular Students
Applicants for admission as regular students must have been awarded a
bachelor's or higher degree from a college approved by the Supreme Court of
Ohio or by one of the regional accrediting associations. Foreign credentials
will be specially evaluated. In all instances the applicant must have earned
better than the minimum average required for graduation.

A student desiring admission to advanced standing shall (1) obtain from
his former law school a statement (or record) setting forth the fact that he is
eligible for further instruction; (2) submit his undergraduate college transcript
and L.S.A.T. score as evidence of meeting the admission requirements of this
College; (3) present an official transcript of all work completed at his
previous law school ; and (4) pay the non-refundable application fee of $10.00.
Credit to be given for the prior law school work shall be determined by the
Dean.

Applications must include a transcript of college record, certificate of
graduation, and a non-refundable application fee of $10.00.

LS.A. T.
All applicants for admission must take the Law School Admission Test, an
examination administered by the Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Box 944, Princeton, N. J. 08540. This test will be given periodically
on Saturday mornings at the College and elsewhere. Addresses of other sites
of the tests may be obtained from the Educational Testing Service.
Registration for the examination should be completed as early as possible.
Bulletins of information and application forms are available at the College, or
may be obtained by writing to the Educational Testing Service.
Personal interviews with the Dean, Assistant Dean, or Chairman of the
Ad missions Committee may be arranged. Inquiries regarding personal
interviews should be addressed to the Chairman of the Admissions
Committee.
While the pre-law subjects are not confined to any prescribed list, not
more than ten per cent of the undergraduate credits shall be in non-theory
courses in military science, hygiene, domestic or industrial arts, physical
education, music, or other vocational or practice courses without intellectual
content of substantial value.
The applicant should have had intensive study in English literature and the
English language, developing competence to read and write with an extensive
vocabulary ; also thorough study of economics, history, philosophy, political
sciences, psychology, and semantics. Knowledge of the natural sciences, of
accounting, and the elements of business operations also will be helpful.
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The Graduate Division
The Graduate Division of the College offers courses which may be taken
individually or as part of a program leading to the degree of Master of Laws
(LL.M.), Master of Laws (Advocacy), or Master of Comparative Law
(M.Comp. L.). A candidate for a graduate law degree must have earned the
first degree in law, with creditable grades, from an approved law school, and
be accepted by the Committee on Graduate Studies. (For details, see
Requirements for Degrees.)
The LL.M. program emphasizes, but is not confined to, courses in the
fields of trial practice and advocacy. A wide range of courses in Continuing
Legal Education is available. (See Continuing Legal Education.)

Special Students
Certain courses are available to a limited number of individuals who do not
meet the requirements for admission as regular students but who have need of
particular courses for vocational purposes. Special students are not candidates
for degrees and are limited to a maximum of 60 credits. They are subject to
the same rules of attendance, examinations, grades and dismissal as regular
students, except that probationary status is not available to special students
and failure to maintain a 2.0 average will result in dismissal from the College.
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Under no circumstances will a student who was dismissed from this or any
other law school be permitted to enroll as a special student, nor will a student
who has the qualifications of a regular student be admitted as a special
student.
A special student is not a candidate for a degree, nor will he be admitted
to the Ohio bar examination on the basis of any studies completed while a
special student.
Auditors

An auditor is a student who, with the permission of the Dean, is enrolled for
a course without credit. The auditor is required to do all the work prescribed
for the regular student enrolled for credit, except that he may be excused
from the final examination. The fee for the auditor is the same as for a
regular student.
Application and Registration
Application for Admission forms are available from the Admissions Office at
the Cleveland State University main campus or the College of Law.
Applications of candidates for the first professional degree in law must be
accompanied by one copy of the undergraduate college transcript of record,
and when available, a certificate of graduation. The L.S.A.T. test score shou ld
accompany or follow the application. Applicants for scholarships must file
the special application form as well. No application will be acted upon by the
Committee on Admissions unless it is accompanied by the non-refundable
application fee of $10.00.
Registration and Program Scheduling must be completed at the
Administration Office of the College by the prescribed dates. Late registrants
must pay a penalty fee of $3.00 per day.
No beginning student will be permitted to register after the first two days
in which classes are held in any term. Students admitted with advanced
standing may be permitted to register at other times during the academic
year, with the permission of the Dean.
Applications for admission to the Graduate Division must be accompanied
by a certificate of graduation and grade transcript from an approved law
school, plus a $10.00 application fee for LL.M. degree program applications.
Admission to Continuing Legal Education courses requires only a CLE course
subscription form and payment of the fee.
Registration With the Supreme Court of Ohio
Cand idates for the first professional degree in law who contemp late the
practice of law in Ohio must, at the commencement of their legal studies, file
with the Supreme Court of Ohio a formal declaration of their intention to

begin the study of law, together with a fully executed questionnaire as
requ ired by the Court, a certified check, bank draft, or money order in the
amount of $20.00, made payable to the order of the Clerk of the Supreme
Court, and a fingerprint identification card as required by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. Students are required to complete t hei r registration with the
Supreme Court of Ohio through the College Registrar's office where the
appropriate forms are available.
As a condition for taking the Ohio bar examination, the applicant must
file an application not less than 90 days prior to the date of the bar
examination, a certificate from the College that the student has completed or
will complete all courses required by the Rule, and a filing fee of $40.00. The
Rule requires that a student be tested in the following courses: Business
Associations (including Agency, Partnerships and Corporations).
Constitutional Law, Contracts, Cri minal Law, Equity, Trusts, Evidence,
Negotiable Instruments, Pleading and Practice, Torts, and Wills. Also, the
student must be certified as having had instruction in Legal Eth ics.
The appropriate forms may be obtained from the College on request. It is
the responsibility of the student to initiate the request for, to execute
properly, and to file the requisite forms on time.
Requirements for Degrees
For the First Professional Degree in Law

The first professional degree in law at the College of Law is the J.D. (Juris
Doctor). The course of study for this degree is of four academic residence
years duration in the evening session or three years in the day classes. No
cred its earned more than eight years prior to graduation may be counted for
the degree in the evening session, nor more than six years prior in the day
session.
Students must have been admitted on the basis of a bachelor's, or higher,
degree from an accredited · college, and must .satisfactorily complete a
minimum of 126 quarter credit hours of acceptable work with a grade point
average of not less than 2.0 on a 4.0 scale to be eligible for graduation.
It is the responsibility of the student to be certain of taking enough •
elective credits, in addition to the required courses, to make up 126 quarter
hours.
By following the regularly scheduled program and successfully completing
it (i.e., three years of regular day schedules or four years of regular evening
schedules). a student will have met the academic requirements for adm ission
to the Ohio bar examination. Students who pursue an irregular program and
those who are preparing for the bar of other states are individually
responsible for making sure that their work meets the requirements of the
states where they intend to apply for admission to the bar.
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All candidates for law degrees must have a weighted grade average of at
least 2.0 points (see below: "Attendance, Examinations, Grades, etc.") and
be recommended for graduation by the faculty.

i) A candidate for the degree of Master of Laws must submit an essay of a
quality and nature suitable for publication as a leading article in a law review,
prepared under the supervision of a faculty member and approved by the
Com mittee on Graduate Studies. The essay must reflect a substantial degree
of scholarsh ip and original research. A candidate is expected to submit an
outline of his essay to the Committee on Graduate Studies not later than the
time at which he completes twenty-one credit hours of work toward the
degree.

For the Degree of Master of Laws (LL.M.)

a) A person shall not become a candidate for the degree of Master of Laws
until his application has been approved by the Committee on Graduate
Studies.

If an applicant is not acceptable as a candidate for the degree of Master of
Laws, the Committee on Graduate Studies may recommend that the
individual enroll in the Continuing Legal Education Program with the
understanding that his application for candidacy for the Master of Laws
degree will be reconsidered, at the request of the applicant, after the
individual has completed at least nine credit hours of study under the CLE
program.

b) The Committee on Graduate Studies may require a personal interview with
the applicant.
c) A prior law-school scholastic average of B or better is expected of an
applicant, but this may be waived after a consideration of all relevant factors,
including the applicant's class standing, experience, maturity, motivation, and
other evidence of competence, such as any published articles, papers, or other
legal writings.

Interdisciplinary Courses

Up to six quarter-hours of interdisciplinary work may be taken by LL.M.
candidates in the University's College of Graduate Studies, with the consent
of the Deans of the College of Law and of the CSU College of Graduate
Studies.

d) A candidate for the degree of Master of Laws must complete twenty-one
of the thirty requ ired hours of course work with a grade of B or better in
each course. A grade of C shall be acceptable in no more than nine hours of
course work. If a candidate receives a grade of D or lower in any course, or
receives a grade of C in more than nine hours of courses, he shall be dismissed
from the program. However, the Committee on Graduate Studies may
permit such a candidate to take additional course work which will be
evaluated along with l\is regular work to determine whether the candidate
should be allowed to continue in the program.

For the Degree of Master of Laws in Advocacy

Candidates for the degree of Master of Laws in Advocacy must complete the
same program as candidates for the general LL.M. degree, except that
eighteen of the thirty quarter credit hours must be in courses related to
advocacy as approved by the Committee on Graduate Studies.

e) No credits earned more than four years prior to the awarding of the degree
may be applied to the degree of Master of Laws.

Calendar

All classes are conducted on the quarter system in accordance with the
University calendar.

f) Not more than twelve hours of credit under the Continuing Legal Educa
tion Program, received prior to acceptance as a candidate for the degree of
Master of Laws, may be applied toward the requirements for that degree.

Continuing Legal Education
The College of Law annually offers a variety of courses, in add ition to the
graduate degree programs, for practitioners and other qualified persons.
Course lists and schedules are available on request.

g) Not more than nine hours of credit received from another law school may
be applied toward the requirements of the degree of Master of Laws, and the
acceptance of any credit received from another law school shall be
discretionary with the Committee on Graduate Studies.
h) No credits earned by a candidate prior to receiving a first degree in law
may be applied toward the requirements for the Master's Degree in law.
Individual exceptions may be granted if a student, during his final year of
undergraduate studies, enrolled in more courses than were necessary to meet
the requirements of the baccalaureate degree. Such exceptions are subject to
the approval granted by the Committee on Graduate Studies at the time of
enrollment in the additional courses.
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Attendance, Examinations, Grades and Dismissal
Students are required to attend classes with substantial regularity.
U n satisfactory attendance in any course may be deemed cause for
withholding credit or dismissal from class for that course, except by special
permission of the instructor in charge.

...

Whether or not daily class recitations are to be credited toward the final
grade is left to the individual instructor. Students who exh ibit a tendency to
be unprepared in class may be summarily dropped from the class roll at the
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discretion of the instructor.

Se minars and writing courses are graded on term papers and, in some cases,
classroom performance.

The following system of grading is used: A, excellent; B+, very good ; B,
good; C+, better than fair; , C, fair; D, poor, but passing; F, failure; I,
incomplete.
Credit points will be awarded to ~ach student as follows : For each hour of
work in which the student receives a grade of A, 4 points; for each hour of
B+, 3.5 points; of B, 3 points; C+, 2.5 points; C, 2 points; D, 1 point; for each
hour of F, or Incomplete, no points.
A student's weighted average is determined by dividing the total number
of credit points awarded to him by the total number of hours of work
attempted, including repeat hours.
A total weighted average of 2.0 credit points is required for graduation .
Any student whose cumulative weighted average at the end of any
academic term is less than 2.0 credit points, beginn ing with the end of the
first academic year, shall be separated from the College. Any student whose
cumulative weighted average is at least 1.9 credit points but less than 2.0
credit points shall be on probation. Any petition for readmission from a
student whose cumulative weighted average is less than 1.9 credit points must
be presented to the Academic Standards Committee. Such student will rarely
be readmitted; however, upon a showing of sufficient cause he may be
granted probation. A st'Udent who has been readmitted on probation must
raise his cumulative weighted average to at least 2.0 credit points by the end
of the first academic year after such readmission, and must maintain a
cumulative weighted average of a least 2.0 credit points at all times thereafter.
Failure to do so will result in termination of probation and separation from
the College.
Torts I and Contracts I and II are integral parts of the Torts and Contracts
course. "Mid-course" examinations are given at t ,he option of the instructor,
and the grades do not become a part of the permanent record . The ~rade
received at the end of the entire course is the grade for each of these subiects.
If Torts 11 and Contracts 11 and 111 are not completed, the grade for the
course is Incomplete.

Rights Reserved

1 ..

The right is reserved to change or modify , without notice, the requirements for
admission or graduation; to change the arrangement or content of courses, the
grading system, the books used, the tuition and other fees; to alter any rule or
regulation ; to refuse admission or readmission to any student, or to dismiss any
student at any time, should it be deemed in the interest of the University or the
student to do so.
Rules of Discipline
The College and the University expect of their students loyal cooperation in the
development and maintenance of the highest standards of ethics and conduct, as
well as of scholarship. They, the refore, reserve the power to compel the with
drawal of any student wh ose conduct at any time is not deemed satisfactory.
Entrance by the student is considered to be acknowledgment of this power.
No student who is enrolled in the program leading to the Juris Doctor (Doc
tor of Law) degree may take work in any other school, co.lege or course of
instruction, unless he first obtains the written consent of the Dean. No student
may attend a course designed as a review for the bar examination until he has
completed all requirements for the Juris Doctor degree.
All students are required to inform themselves regularly of the notices and
bulletins posted on the main (ground floor) official bulletin board in the College
building. Failure to read the bulletin board will not excuse failure to know and
comply with notices posted there. All students are assumed to know and under
stand the contents of the annual printed Catalog of the University and the
College of Law.

Examinations customarily are · given at the end of the term. Exami nation
numbers are used. A student who fails to appear for examination will receive
a grade of "F" unless he obtains permission from the _instructo_r a~d the
Dean (upon a showing of good cause), to take a special examination _at
another time, usually within two weeks thereafter. If such special
examination is not promptly taken and passed, the student must take the
next scheduled examination in the particular course - failure to do so shall
make permanent the grade of "F" for that course. Repeated failures to
appear for scheduled exa minations will result in dismissal from the school.
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Continuing Legal Education, Graduate, and Elective Courses

COURSES OF STUDY
"'
{Classes entering September, 1970)

See the description of Courses, page 38.
For admission to the Graduate Division, see pages 17, 18 and 20, 21.

• j

EVENING SESSION

DAY SESSION
Quarter
Hours
FIRST YEAR
Contracts
Torts
Legal History & Methods
Legal Bibliography
Criminal Law
Civil Procedure
Property
Brief Writing
SECOND YEAR
Agency and Partnership
Corporations
Wills
Constitutional Law
Equity
Commercial Law I
Commercial Law 11
Taxation I
Trusts
Legal Writing
THIRD YEAR
Evidence
Electives

9
8

3
1
3
8

. 10
2

4
7
3
9
4
3
3
7
3
3

8
. 28

9

.

8
3

I

Quarter
Hours
FIRST YEAR
Contracts
Torts
Legal History & Methods
Legal Bibliography (Summer)
Criminal Law
Civil Procedure
Brief Writing (Summer)
SECOND YEAR
Agency & Partnership
Corporations
Property
Constitutional Law
Legal Writing (Summer)
THIRD YEAR
Commercial Law I
Commercial Law 11
Taxation I
Trusts
Equity
Wills
Electives
FOURTH YEAR
Evidence
Electives

.•

I

\~ · ~·

',

1

3
8
2

4
7
. 10
9

~

Id

.i

, JI

Ir

I
.I

~

••

,'_"_,

3
3
3
7
3
4
3
7

I

~
.J

?

Faculty Committees are constantly studying the entire curri~ulum and from
time to time, may make suggestions involving slight changes in the courses of
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Among the courses given from time to time are the following:
Admiralty
Antitrust Law
Appellate Practice
Arbitration Practice
Bankruptcy
Business Planning
Church and State Law
Clinical Courses (varied)
Consumer Remedies
Corporate Securities
Damages
Debtor - Creditor
Engineering Law
Environmental Law
Estate and Gift Taxation
Estate Planning
Federal Practice
Insurance Law
International Law
Jurisprudence
Labor Law
Legal Aid Seminar
Legal History

Legislation
Literature and Law
Medicolegal Preparation and Trial
Military Law
Mortgages
Motion Practice
Municipal Corporations
Non-Profit Organizations
Oral Advocacy
Patents, Copyright, etc.
Practicum (varied)
Preparation for Trial
Probate Practice
Real Estate Practice
Research in Medical Laws
Securities Regulation
Settlement Practice
Taxation (specialized)
Trade Regulations
Trial Practice
Unfair Trade Practices
Urban Problems
Workmen's Compensation

8
. 21

I

I

The final list of Continuing Legal Education courses to be offered in the
academic year is published during the preceding summer.

~,

Seminars

"'

In recent years the College has conducted various series of seminars, such as
those for Municipal Court Judges, open without charge to all members of the
legal profession. Other seminars, e.g., Problems in International Trade, Close
Corporations, Taxation, Legislation, Non-profit Organizations, and Recent
Developments in Torts, Constitutional Law Problems, Engineering Law, etc.,
also are given.

I

~ .

study.

Some courses listed as Continuing Legal Education are open to law students
with the permission of the Dean. Such courses are given , in any particular term,
subject to such considerations as adequate enrollment and the decision of the
Dean.

t-."'
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Fourth-year evening and third-year day students are required to elect one of
the alternative seminars offered when choosing their elective courses, unless
they already have had a seminar.'

his grade average subsequently becomes 2.5 or higher, he may instead become a
member of the Law Review Board and receive three quarter-hours credit
'
providing he serves as a member of the Board for at least one year.

Law Review Awards - See listing on page 36.
Summer Seminars: Each summer a group of evening seminars will be offered.
These seminars are open as regularly scheduled courses, for credit, to students
and graduates of this and other approved law schools. Announcement of the
seminars to be offered is made in early spring.

Moot Court

Scholarships and Loan Funds

~oat

Regularly enrolled students of Cleveland-Marshall College of Law are eligible for
scholarships, fellowships, prizes, and awards. A listing of the above appears on
page 32.

Law Review

The Law Review Board is composed of students of superior academic standing
and accomplishments. The Board publishes the Cleveland State Law Review
three times each year. This publication has been recognized as a scholarly contri
bution to legal literature and has an international circulation. The Law Review is
a member of the National Conference of Law Reviews.
The honor of final selection to board membership depends upon demon
strated capacity for legal research. Law-review work provides an excellent ve
hicle for the development of competence in research and investigation, in legal
analysis and critical judgment, and in clear and concise writing . It affords the
opportunity, almost unique in academic training, of engaging in research which
may prove of direct and immediate value to those actively engaged in a
pro.fession . The capacities acquired through law-review training not only serve
the student in good stead throughout his career but also provide effective
assistance in obtaining initial employment. Law Review Board status is proba
bly the most important single factor in obtaining a position with a leading law

court is offered to give students an understanding of the appellate process
in the settlement of legal ~ontroversies and the work p,erformed by the lawyer at
the appellate_level. Spec~al emphasis is placed upon the skills, techniques, and
fo rmat of brief preparation ; the procedure of appellate courts; and appellate
argument.
Students who ~re to participate in the moot court program are selected by
the fa~u l ty supervisor. After competition within the College, some of the stu
d~nts in the moot court program are selected to represent the College in nation
wide moot court competition.
Students who satisfactorily participate in the moot court program receive
quarter-hours of credit. [See course description of Moot Court for
particulars.]

thre~

Clinical Programs

Students may engage in a variety of clinical programs during their law school
career. Some of the programs are as follows :
1

T_he Cl~veland Legal Aid Society accepts students on paid, volunteer, or
credit _b~s1s, and allows them to work on a variety of legal problems under the
superv1s1on of a Staff Attorney . Provision is made for such work during the
school year and during the summer.

office.
Any student who has completed at least one year at this College may submit
an article for consideration for publication in the Law Review. If such an article
is accepted, whether or not actually published, and if the student has a grade
average of 2.5 or higher, he becomes a member of the Law Review Board. One
who serves satisfactorily as a member of the Law Review Board receives three
quarter-hours of credit in his final quarter before graduation . Satisfactory ser
vice as editor-in-ch ief of an issue of the Law Review entitles a student to one
additional quarter-hour of cred it. [See course description of Law Review, as to

The _Law Sch~ol has a funded Work-Study Program, whereby individuals
satisfy the financial need requirement, may be employed in law-related
JO~s where valuable practical experience may be gained in add ition to compen
sation.
~ho

_ During the final year of Law School, certain students are placed in local law
firms under the supervision of a firm partner. The students, who are considered
as new members of the firms, are provided the opportunity to serv ice actual
cases.

procedures. ]
A student with a grade average of less than 2.5 who submits an article which
is published in the Law Review is entitled to one quarter-hour of credit; but if

Ad~itional programs are being developed whereby these opportunities will
be available to all students on a volunteer, credit, or compensation basis.
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Student Organizations and Activities

Law Wives Club: The wives of students at the College h e formed a social
club which carries on a program of social and legal-cultural activities at the
College and at other sites in the community. Wives of all law students are
invited to join.

University Activities: Matriculated law students, of course, have available to
them all of the student facilities of the University, including lounges, restau
rants, and other facilities. Law students participate actively on bothfaculty and
student comm ittees, with t he right to take part in many appropriat e comm itt ee
discussions and votes.

Student Bar Association: All stu dents in attendance at the Co llege of Law are

Intramural Sports: Law students participate in t he University 's intramural
basketball and other sports programs. There is, for ex ample, a Cricket Club at
the College of Law, which during the season meets weekly for informal
cricket mat ches. All interested students are invited t o participate.

members of the Student Bar Association, which is an affiliate of the Law Stu
dent Division of the American Bar Association. The Association is adminis ered
by the Student Congress, members of which are elected annually by the stu
dents. Its objectives re:

Placement Office

To promote the interests of the College of La and its students; to culti
vate social acquaintance and cooperation among e students, faculty ,and
a umni; to encourage high scholastic achievement ithin the student
body; to coordinate the activities of the College of Law community; to
secure the association and good will of the members of the Bar; and to
foster among e student body e high standards of int~ity and onor
of the legal profession.

Some studei:its have definite positions in practice assured them upon
graduation. Others re able to discover openings through their own efforts,
but some need assistance. While the College ma es no pretense of
!J.Jaranteeing any of its !rclduates a position, it does endeavor to counsel and
assist them in this matter. This assistance is provided by e Placement Office.
The placemen program has been successfu l in placing both men and
women in priva e practice, industry, and public
rvice. The loyal and
effective cooperation of individual law alumni has contributed in an
important way to
d the achievement of this record.

Special Interest Organizations: There are a number of special interest student
organ izat ions, such as the CSU Chapter of the Law Students Civil Rights Re
search Council and the like. Their activities are announced from time to time, on
bulletin boards, in the Gavel, and by other notices.

Arrangements can be made through the Placement Office of the College
for consideration for employment in various law offices, and for other
employment, when positions are available. Through the Placement Office
arrangements may be made for listings or for interviews for available
situations. The Placement Director's office maintains lists of available
openings and applicants for positions. Interested students and alumn i are
invited to register.

Studen t Directory: Each year the Student Bar Association publishes an
annua l d irectory setting forth the names, home and business addresses, and
telephone numbers, of all law students. The directory is d istri buted free of
charge to students, fac ulty and staff of the College of Law.

Student Open House: Each fall the law student body, as its pri ncipal socia l
event of the year, conducts an Open House, or Ball, for the introductio n of
new students (and their wives or escorts) to the rest of the students. This
event is conducted at the law school or at a city hotel ballroom. Other
informal and formal social events are sponsored by various student groups.

The Gavel: This is a newspaper published by the law students, containing
news of the College of Law and of members of its community. It has achieved
recC>!:,"flition as being of prize- · ning quality in the national competitions
annually conducted by the American Law Student Association.
Fraternities and Sororities: The follo ·ng professional legal fraternities

d
sororities are represented by chapters
ich are active at the College: eek
Cllapter of Phi Alpha Delta national fraternity ; K pa Beta Pi, International
Legal sorority; and Ranney Senate of Delta Theta Phi national fraternity.
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Expenses
All fees are due and payable as part of the student's registration. Payment of
fees is a prerequisite to official enrollment, and checks should be made
payable to The Cleveland State University. If a student needs financial help to
pay his tuition, he should make application at least one month before
registration.
Fees ar-e xed by the Board of Trustees of the University and are sub"ect
to change without notice.
An Application and Registration Fee of

10.00 is req ired

d is

l'l<>fttefu ndabl e.
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Resident

Fees

of Oh io

Standard Day Program
12-18 credit hours

'

Standard Evening Program
9-11 credit hours
1-8 credit hours, each

Non-Resid ent
of Ohio

$250.00

$500.00

185.00

370.00

21.00

42.00

Miscellaneous Fees
Late Registration Fee
$3. 00 for each late day
Add-Drop Fee
For each course added or droP.ped
Health Insurance (optional) - per quarter
Graduation Fee - final quarter
*Dormitory Room (per quarter)
Processing fee per bank's return of bad check

3.00
7.50
15.00
135.00
3.00

*There is no fixed board fee, as meals are paid for at time of purchase.

months preceding the original date of enrollment, or if he is gainfully
employed and residing in the State-of Ohio and is pursuing a part-time
program of instruction, and there is reason to believe that he did not enter
the state from another state for the primary purpose of enrolling in an
Oh io public institution of higher education. Teachers in Oh io schools and
colleges shall be considered residents of the state as of the effective date of
t heir contract of professional service. Students may be requ ested to
furn ish written documentation of their intent to remain in the state as
permanent residents.
2. A minor student, under 21 years of age, is considered to be an Ohio
resident if his parents or his legal guardian have resided in Ohio for a
minimum of 12 consecutive months preceding enrollment; or if the
parents or legal guardian are resid ing in Ohio and if at least one parent or
guardian is gainfully employed in Ohio.
3. An emancipated minor, one who is under 21 years of age and completely
self-supporting, may be considered an adult student in determining
residency, provided such minor can present satisfactory evidence that his
parents, if living, do not contribute to his support and do not claim him as
a dependent for federal government income tax purposes.
4. The residency of a married woman is determined by the rule which would
apply to her husband if he were to seek enrollment, except that a woman
who would have been classified as an Ohio resident immediately prior to
her marriage may continue to be classified as an Ohio resident if she
continues to live in the state.

Refund of Fees
Students withdrawing from the Un iversity in accordance with regula~ions will
be eligible for refund or fee adjustment. The date of with~rawal will be ~he
basis for the computation of refunds in accordance with the following
schedule :
Period
First week
Second week
Third week
Fourth week

Fees Refunded
90%
80%
60%
40%

After the fourth week no adjustments will be made.

5. A student classified as a nonresident of Ohio shall not be reclassified as a
resident during his continued period of enrollment unless he satisfies the
conditions of Items 1 or 2 above.
6. A minor student classified as a resident of Ohio shall be considered to have
lost his status lifter his parents or legal guard ian move their legal residence
to another state.
7. Persons in military service who entered such service as residents of Ohio
and their dependents shall be considered residents if they provide proof of
continued Ohio domicile or of continuous voting in Oh io.
8. Persons in military service and their dependents shall be considered to be
Ohio residents during the period when the actual duty assignment is in
Ohio and they actually reside in Ohio.

Ohio Residency Regulations
· uses the following criteria in determinating
The Cleveland State University
the Ohio residency of its students:
1

An adult student 21 years of age or older, is considered to be an O~io
· resident if he ha~ resided in the state for a minimum of 12 consecutive

9. Aliens holding immigrant visas may establish Ohio residency in the same
manner as citizens of the United States. Alien students admitted to the
United States on student or other visas shall be classified as nonresident
students.
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City Title Company Law Scholarship: A full-tuition scholarship granted and reviewed
annually, based on scholastic standing, good character and desire to further the legal
profession, for a student who intends to make the title business his life work . The
recipient is mutually agreed upon by the Dean of the College and the President of City
Title Company of Cleveland, and must maintain a cumulative average of "B" or better.
Fees, supplies and books are not included . Address application to the Dean.

Definitions of University-Sponsored Financial Aid
Scholarship-A gift award of money t~ a stude~t of ~utstanding academic
qualification, the amount to be determined by financial need.
Grant-A gift award of money , general!~ _i n ~ombination with a loan, _to a
student of above average academic quallf1cat1ons, the amount determined

Cleveland-Marshall Alumni Association Scholarships: Two scholarships, each in the
amount of $150, are awarded to students on the following basis:

by financial need.

1. To the student with the highest average at the completion of his first-year courses,
upon re-enrollment for the second year.

Loan-A repayable award to a student eligible for admission with the
amount determined by financial nee~. (See Na~ional ~-efe~se Student
Loan section for further details concerning academic quallf1cat1ons.l

2. To the student with the highest cumulative average at the completion of his third
year, upon re-enrollment for the fourth year.
Judge David C. Meck, Sr., Memorial Scholarships: The Judge David C. Meck , Sr.,
Memorial Scholarships are awarded annually as follows:

1. $100 to the enrolled student with the highest cumulative average at the
completion of his second year.

Cleveland-Marshall Education Foundation

2. $50 to the enrolled student with the second highest cumulative average at the
completion of his second year.

An endowed non-profit organization established mainly for giving fi_n~ncial
aid to law st~dents of Cleveland-Marshall College of Law. ~lt~ough_ onginal~y
created to administer many of the specialized funds existing prior to. t e
merger with Cleveland State University, it will continue to_accept dontt1ont
for these and other general and special purposes from fnendsh an~ ~I mun
Applicants may obtain further information from the Dean of t e o ege o

Duffner-Kauffman Loan Fund: A fund made available by the class of 1952 in memory
of Clifford G. Duffner and Edna G. Kauffman to be used to provide loan aid for worthy
students.
'

f

The A. H. Dudnik Fund: A permanent fund in the initial sum of $2500, first established
by Abe H. Dudnik, class of 1927, in memory of his mother, Githa Dudnik. The fund has
been augmented from time to time by individual contributions. The income, and in some
cases the principal, may, at the d iscretion of the Dean of the College, be granted outright
to any worthy student in need of funds to continue his legal education.

u

Law.

The Judge David C. Meck, Jr., Assistance Fund: The Class of 1955, to commemorate its
esteem and affection for the school, its faculty and its administrative members, gave the
sum of $500 to the College, to be known as "The Judge David C. Meck, Jr ., Assista nce
Fund." The income, as well as the principal thereof, is to be used for the purpose of
making loans to worthy students in good standing on the basis of need, regardless of
scholarship. Said fund, together with future contributions thereto from later classes and
other sources, is to be made available to such students as may be selected by trustees of
the fund.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOAN FUNDS
Only regularly enrolled students are eligible for scholarships, fellowships, prizes and
awards.
(D
Se55 ion) · A limited number of College of Law
.
Cleveland-Marshall ~holarshtps
a".'
(f. t-y·earl Day Session students. These are
scholarships are available for entering
1rs
underwritten by the College from income or endowment funds.
These scholarships are for the full law course of three ye:~~· i~~~~~~t f~e:h~::::i:
that satisfactory qualifications are shown each year, but do
•
•
living expenses.
• .
of their receipt, so early application is
Applications
w1·11 be processed in. the. order
.
advised. The chief, but not the sole criteria will be :

1.
2.
3.
4.

High academic record in earning college degree,
High Law School Admission Test score,
Finanical need,
f ·
Evidence of promise of value to the lega 1 pro ess1on.

Id bt · application forms for scholarships,
·
·
Applicants for financial ass1stan_ce sho~. ~ona~~r admission forms, from the College
grants and loans, as well as the routine app 1ca 1
office .
Sch 0 I shi s· Two scholarships, one for $1,000,
Dow Chemical Company Patent Law
. ar ea~ ~f study to a law student who holds a
and one for $500, to be awa~ded_ forhthe ~~st ypharmacy or chemical engineering, and
bachelor's degree with a maior in c em1 ry,
•
who plans to become a patent lawyer.
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Cleveland-Marshall Alumni Student Aid Loan Fund: This fund is available at a basic
interest rate of only 2% per annum to students of the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
to be used in the furtherance of their legal education at the school. For further
particulars regarding this fund, address inquires to the Director of Student Financial Aid
at the College.
~

.

Philip E. Knowlton Memorial Fund: Under the will of the late Bertha H. Knowlton, a
sum of $20,000 was bequeathed to the Law College to be used to assist needy and
worthy students in meeting tuition expenses at this College. Application for such
assistance should be made to the Dean. The fund is a memorial to Mr. Knowlton, who
was an alumnus. (Class of 1900.)
Phi Alpha Delta Endowment Fund: Ph i Alpha Delta Law Fraternity offers 15
scholarship grants from its Endowment Fund, each of $500, to worthy student members
of the fraternity who are in need of such funds to complete their law school education .
Application should be made to the local chapter's (Meck Chapter, at this College ) faculty
adviser, using forms provided by the fraternity .
Orville J. Weaver Fund: Friends of the late Orville J. Weaver, cum laude, of the Class of
1958, have established a fund for an award in his memory. Grants may be made to
worthy needy students, at the discretion of the Dean.
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.William E. Baldwin Memorial Fund: Mrs. Alice Witt, of California, sister of the late
William E. Baldwin, has set up a fund, in the sum of $5,000 for the purpose of creating a
trust fund in the name of William E. Baldwin, the income of which shall be used to help
worthy students to attend the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law. The determination of
the student or students to receive the benefits of the trust shall be determined by the
Dean, upon the advice of the faculty. The choice of such student or students shall be
based on his scholarship standing and financial need.

OTHER FINANCIAL AID

I
'

W.
E. Baldwin
's Oh·
.
Edition),
with theAward:
currentBaldwin
year's Se
. 10 :- R ev1sed
Code Annotated (Remove-A-Lex
Company to the most deservin r rv1ce, IS awarded annually by the Banks -Baldwin
has a value of $230.
g g aduating student, as determined by the Dean. This set

...

j , ...

Various student loan funds are available fiom Federal, State, and private banking offices.
These vary in interest rates and other requirements, and students who are interested in
them are urged to consu lt the College office before applying for any such loan.

Student Bar Association Award· A I
.
graduating student who has achie~ed t~ a~.u~ to be disp_layed _bearing the name of the
e 1g est cumulative weighted average.

College Work-Study Program : Students who can establish need are eligible to participate
in th is HEW program and, by working up to 15 hours per week during the year and up to
40 hours during the summer, may earn as much as $3,500 per year on law-related jobs.

Guarantee
andachieve
Trust Com
Land
Title students
to
enrolled
who
the :a~y Awards:. Two annual awards of $50 are given
ig est grades in Real Property .
Judge Lee E. Skeel Memorial Award: An award 0 f
.
endowment created by Banks-Bald . C
$50, made possible by an original
1
Judge Skeel , is given annually to th"; ~nro~i:':~Yd and augment~d by ot_her friends of
Personal Property.
u ent who attains the highest grade in

National Defense Student Loans: The student must establish need, be taking a full
program, and be in good scholastic standing . These loans are interest-free until nine
months after graduation. Thereafter they bear 3% interest and !TIUst be repaid in
quarterly installments of an amount depending upon the size of the loan, but in no case

American Jurisprudence Awards· A
·
.
.
Banc:ro~t-Whitney Company, San ·Fra~c~~~~nCJ~~ipr~dence
prizes, joint gifts of the
1
Publishing Company, Rochester New y
• a ~rma, and Th~ Lawyers Co-operative
American Jurisprudence to th~ studen~rk, co_n~istingh of _specially bound titles from
subjects.
'
s receiving t e highest grade in the various

less than $50.
Sun Finance Fund for Adult Education: This fund provides interest-free loans to
students who are employed full-time, who are 21 years of age or over, and who are Ohio
residents in part-ti me schooling at accredited schools in the vicinity of Sun Finance &
Loan Co . offices. Loans are up to $300, with no fees , assessments or interest to pay.
Repayment period is up to 12 months maximum.
United Student Aid Funds: U.S.A.
endorses loans made by local banks
repayment must begin five months
school before graduation . For details,

American
Book to
Company
Award·
. Ie f ror:n the Corpus Juris Secundum series
is awardedLaw
annually
the senior
stu. One tit
greatest help to scholarship in his class. dent who achieves top grades or contributes the

Funds is a private, non-profit corporation which
to needy students. These loans bear interest, and
after graduation or within 30 days afte r leaving
inquire at the College admi nistration office.

Ohio Student Loan Commission (OSLC) Funds: An OSLC loan requires that the
borrower be : An Ohio resident , a full-time student, enrolled at or admitted to an
approved school, and in good standing at his school. Repayment is made after
completion of the school program. Application is made to a bank that handles this plan.
Under the new ( 1968) OSLC system, interim notes are written with a 6% interest.
New York Higher Education Assistance Corporation Loans: Loans of up to $6000 are
available to New York residents. Address inquiries to the Student Assistance Director at

West Publishing Company Award: The West p bl" .
to the first-year student who has ach ·ev d th u . ishing Company awards an annual prize
consists of a two-year subscription to ~he d e highhest avera_ge of scholarship. This award
e a vance s eets of its Northeastern Reporter.
West Publishing Company Corpus Juris Secund
A
.
.
Hornbook series of texts is awarded ann
um. wards. A title from the West
with the best average in his class.
ually to the first, second, and third year student
i.

I
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this school.
American Bar Association Fund: The American Bar Association has set up "The Fund
For Legal Education," a student loan fund. Loans are $400 minimum and $1500
maximum, per year; not available to First Vear students. For details, inquire at the Law

AWARDS
Faculty Award: Baldwin's Ohio Revised Code, with current Service, is awarded annually
to the graduating student who has achieved the highest cumulative weighted average.
Bani<s-Baldwin Company Award: Baldwin's Criminal Practice Manual, Skee/'s Revision,
or Merrick-Rippner Probate Manual is awarded annually by the Banks-Baldwin Company
to the enrolled student achieving the second highest cumulative weighted average.

·
Sindell Tort
Competition
1 pnzes
students
writing
the best Prize·
pap~rsTwo
on a n nuab_
~f $50 and $25 to be awarded to the
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trial practice and procedures. The prize i~~n ~gtet 0 ~r wh1th the greatest comprehension of
on Torts.
sis s
a t ree-volume set of Harper & James

~:ac~e ~ Aw~rds, ~as

School administration office.

Graduation Honors: Graduates with the highest scholastic grade averages are awarded
their degrees cum laude, magna cum laude, or summa cum laude.

O_hio State Bar Association Foundation Award· $100
highest academic record over the first one-th' d · f h award to the student having the
required ~or a degree. Transfer students are ~ o t _e number _of quarter-hours of credit
there is a second award : $1 OO award to the s~~ eligible ~or this fast award. In addition,
t h
dent having the highest academic record
for the second one-third group of q
· .
uar er- ours of credit required f
d
·
considering academic record for pr·ior hours of credit.
.
or a egree, without
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Central National Bank Award: Volume 4 of Baldwin's Ohio Legal Forms is awarded
annually by the Central National Bank of Cleveland, Ohio, to the student who receives
the highest grade in the Negotiable Instruments course.
Phi Alpha Delta Award: Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity has established an annual award
of a certificate presented to the senior member in each of the fraternity's chapters who
has attained the highest weighted cumulative grade average from among the other senior
members of his chapter.
Sidney A. Levine Award : Two cash prizes in honor of the late Sidney A. Levine, an
alumnus, have been established by Mrs. Levine and friends of that alumnus, for the two
best papers written each year in the course in Legal Writing.
Union Commerce Bank Prizes: A cash prize of $50 in each course is awarded annually to
the students who attain the highest grades in Wills and Trusts, based on the judgement of
the instructor or instructors in those courses.

LAW REVIEW AWARDS
Ohio Title Corporation Award: This award is in the amount of $100, and is given
annually to the student who, in the opinion of the members of the faculty , has had
published in the Cle veland State Law Review, the best article relative to the law of Real
Property .
Chief Justice Emeritus Samuel H. Silbert Award: Chief Justice Emeritus Samuel H .
Silbert of the Ohio Common Pleas Court, an alumnus and trustee of Cleveland-Marshall
and a former faculty member, has established a fund, of which Thomas L. Fawick is one
of the Trustees, from which an annual cash award of at least $100 is made to the student
who , in the judgment of the faculty has, by his writing, contributed most to the quality
of the Law Review.
Delta Theta Phi Award: Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity has established an annual award
consisting of an individual plaque, suitably inscribed, awarded to the student who
contributes an article to the Law Review which, in the opinion of the President and of
the Dean, is most directly useful to practicing lawyers. In addition a plaque has been
donated by the Fraternity to the Law School which is exhibited in a corridor of the
school, and has inscribed on it annually the name of the winner of the individual plaque
as above described.
W. H. Anderson Co. Award: A copy of Richards & Knepper, Judicial Conveyances &
Eminent Domain is awarded annually to the final-year student, who, in the judgment of
the Faculty Committee on Awards, has contributed the most meritorious article to the

Cleveland State Law Review.
Law Review Board Reception: The Law Review Board of the Cleveland State Law
Review customarily holds a reception honoring board members and their wives or
escorts, in the spring.
At least one member of the Law Review Board is sent each year to attend the annual
National Conference of Law Reviews.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

L 507

Personal Property (3-0-3)
Definition and classification of property and the distinction
between real and personal property ; a comprehensive study of the
law of personal property, including the acquisition of possession
of chattels and of the rights based thereon ; the definition, kinds
and the principal phases of bailments, liens and pledges; and of
the acquisition of title to such property by a bona fide purchase,
adverse possession, accession, confusion of goods, judgment and
satisfaction of judgment, and by gift inter vivos and causa mortis..

L 508

Real Property (7-0-7)
A comprehensive study of future and executory estates in
property, powers of appointment, and of common law and
statutory rules against perpetuities. The study of corporeal
hereditaments, including fixtures, products of the soil, water
rights; incorporeal hereditaments such as rents, profits and
easements; licenses; landlord and tenant relationship; the legal
lien mortgage; the law of vendor and purchaser; the acquisition of
title by conveyances; the operation of the recording act.

L 509

Brief Writing (2-0-2)
Introduction of first year students to the elements of preparatio n
of legal memoranda. Preparation of a series of memoranda and a
legal brief; presentation of an oral argument in support of his
brief.

L 511

Criminal Procedure (3-0-3)
An examination of the major stages of a criminal prosecution
including arrest, preliminary examination, bail, indictment,
arraignment, pleas before trial, motions after trial and sentence,
and a study of the rights of the accused.

L 512

Legal Accounting (3-0-3)
Study of the legal accounting principles with which an attorney
should be familiar. Required for all students, unless evidence of
completion of an undergraduate course, or competence in the
area is presented. Offered whenever a sufficient number of students
need and request it.

L 601

Commercial Law I (Sales) (3-0-3)
Study primarily of Articles 2, 5, 6, and 7 of the Uniform
Commercial Code; transfer of ownership of chattels by sale; rights
and duties of buyer and seller; warranties; remedies; Statute of
Frauds; risk of loss; bulk sales; documents of title; letters of
credit.

The Cou rse Description Section is encoded as follows :
Course abbreviati on and number.
The numerals such as (4-0-4) indicate, in order, the classroom
hours, the laboratory hours, and the quarter credit value of each
course.
L 501

L 502

Contracts (9-0-9)
Formation and discharge; performance; breach and damages;
third party beneficiaries; assignment; Statute of Frauds; illegal
contracts.

Torts (8-0-8)
Injuries to, and interferences with, persons or property, including
medicolegal aspects of personal injuries; intentional wrongs such
as assault, battery, false imprisonment, defamation, fraud,
nuisance, malicious prosecution, and the like; unintentional
injuries, with emphasis on the law of negligence and of absolute
liability; defenses, privileges, and special aspects of the subject.

L 503

Legal History & Methods (3-0-3 )
Introduction to basic legal subjects and procedure; an historical
survey of the law; and eth ical responsibilities of the legal
profession.

L 504

Legal Bibliography (1-0-1)
A study of use of legal materials designed to aid in legal research .

L 505

Civil Procedure (8-0-8)
Jurisdiction of courts; venue ; parties; commencement of actions,
including process; limitation of actions; pleadings, including
complaints, answers, replies, counterclaims, crossclaims, joinder
and motions, interpleader, class actions, intervention ; issues;
discovery procedures including depositons, interrogatories,
demands to produce; trial by jury; by court; judgments, res
judicata, collateral, estoppel ; limitation of actions, new trial ;
exceptions; proceedings after judgment, and appeal. Both state
and federal rules will be stud ied, with emphasis on the Oh io Rules
of Civil Procedure.

L 506
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Criminal Law (3-0-3)
General concepts and classifications of the criminal law; doctrines
of criminal responsibility; attempts; parties; conspiracy; specific
crimes against the person, against the habitation and against
property; and the defenses available to the accused.
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L 602

Commercial Law II (Commercial Paper) (3-0-3)
Study primarily of Articles 3 and 4 of the Uniform Commercial
Code; concept of negotiability; types of negotiable instruments;
requirements of negotiability; holders in due course; shelter
doctrine of endorsement; warranties of endorsers; discharge; bank
deposits and collections; investment securities.

L 603

Commercial Law Ill (Secured Transactions) (3-0-3)
Study primarily of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code;
validity of chattel security agreements; perfected and imperfected
security interests; rules of priority.

L 604

Agency and Partnership (4-0-4)
Principal and agent relationship, creation, maintenance,
dissolution; powers and liabilities. Partnerships and other
un .incorp-orated associations; creation, maintenance and
dissolution; powers and liabilities.

L 605

L 606

L 607

Corporations (7-0-7)
0 rga n i z ati on, operation, and dissolution of corporations.
Financing, powers, limitations, liabilities, and regulation of the
corporate entity and its officers and directors.

.

Constitutional Law (9-0-9)
The general principles of constitutional law; judicial function in
constitutional cases; due process; equal protection; interstate and
foreign commerce clause; separation of powers between state and
federal governments and between the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches of the Federal Government; power of taxation;
police power.
Taxation I (7-0-7)
Introduction to Federal Income Taxation ; income, deductions,
capital transactions, income splitting, and tax accounting law. Use
of the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations; court decisions;
other rulings and memos.
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Wills (3-0-3)
An analysis and discussion of the law of wills including testate
and intestate succession, testamentary capacity; the execution,
revocation, and republication of wills; construction of wills,
lapsed legacies, ademption and satisfaction of bequests;
incorporation by reference and independent legal significance;
will contests, administration of estates, and probate laws.

"

Trusts (3-0-3)
Planning and creation of a trust; administration of trusts ;
obligations of trustee to be11eficiaries and third persons; rights
and remedies of beneficiaries; resulting and constructive trusts;
termination and modification of trusts.

L 611

Appellate Advocacy (3-0-3)
The preparation and presentation of appellate arguments and
briefs. Research of real appellate problems, and practice in all
phases of the appeal in a moot court proceeding. Outstanding
students are eligible for selection for the Moot Court Program.

L 612

Criminal Law Seminar (3-0-3)
A workshop for individual and small group research in special
problems on advanced aspects of criminal Jaw.

L 613

Insurance Law (3-0-3)
Principles of the insurance contract, nature and form, parties,
insurable interests, consideration, representations and warranties,
construction, rights and obligations of the parties, waiver and
estoppel, subrogation, agents, brokers, and remedies; special
emphasis on life, fire, casualty, and marine insurance.

L 614

Insurance Law Seminar (In preparation)

L 615

Literature and Law (3-0-3)
A reading and discussion course on the Jaw in literature, and the
law as literature.

L 616

Mortgages (3-0-3)
As distinguished from other security devises; creation; rights and
obligations of mortgagor and mortgagee; foreclosure ; priorities;
redemption; assignment.

L 617

Torts Seminar (3-0-3)
A workshop for individual and small group research in special
problems on advanced aspects of the law of torts.

L 618

Domestic Relations (3-0-3)
History and development of Jaw of marriage and divorce; rights
and duties arising out of relations of husband and wife, parent
and child, guardian and ward; law of alien and insane persons.

L 619

Equity (4-0-4)
Study of historical development of principles of equity with a
view to their present-day operation; the characteristics, attitudes
and powers of a court of equity ; procedures for multi-party
litigation and for prompt determination of rights.

.

Taxation 11 (3-0-3)
See L 837 tax course and the tax courses immediately following .
L 609

L 610

'
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L 620

Legal Writing (3-0-3)
Conference course for research, preparation and writing of a legal
article on an assigned subject. High quality articles are submitted
for consideration' by the Law Review Board.

L 701

Evidence (8-0-8)
Competency of witnesses; relevancy; direct questions; cross
examination; opinion rule; privilege against self-incrimination;
parol evidence rule; best evidence rule; hearsay rule and its excep
tions; inferences; presumptions; burden of proof; judicial notice ;
res ipsa loquitur.

L 702

Conflict of Laws (3-0-3)
The law relating to actions having elements in more than one
state; choice of law; enforcement of foreign judgments; jurisdic
tion of courts in such cases; constitutional questions involved;
application to contracts, torts, marriage and divorce, family
relations, property, and procedure.

L 703

Administrative Law (4-0-4)
Function and procedure of administrative agencies; constitutional
and statutory limitations; judicial review and relief of their orders
and decisions.

L 710

Law Review (3-0-3)
A conference course-program, offered each quarter, beginning in
any quarter of the day student's second year and the evening
student's second or third year only. Service continues on Law
Review Board until graduation for full board membership credit
which is entered at the end of the student's final year, three
quarter-hours credit for board membership and four quarter
hours credit for editor-in-chief. Maintenance of at least a 2.5
cumulative grade average required to be eligible for board
membership. Entry into program obtained by conferring with the
La w Revie w faculty adviser, agreement upon subject for article to
be written, "publishable" completion of writing assignment in
conference with the instructor (faculty adviser, or one of the
Advisory Committee chaired by him.) Tuition covered by scholar
ships granted for the academic credit hours at time of entry of
the grade for Law Review Board members.

L 711

Law Review Editor (1-0-1)
See L 710 for cou rse description.

L 712

Legal Aid Practicum (3-0-3)
Apprenticeship with the Legal Aid Society, academic credit given
after the required hours of law-related activities. Permission of
the Dean required; registration limited.

L 713

Clinical Legal Practice (2-8-2)
Prerequisite: Qualification as a Legal Intern under Rule XVII-A of
the Supreme Court of Ohio

L 705

L 706
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Legal Drafting Practicum (3-0-3)
A practical experience course, consisting of work in a major law
office, under joint auspices of the Cleveland Bar Association and
the College of Law, done under the direction of and graded
(Pass-Fail grade only) by, a lawyer in that law office, and under
the supervision and guidance of a faculty member. Three
projects, e.g., drafting of a contract, a pleading, a trial or appeal
brief, to be executed by each student, as assigned by the
practitioner serving as tutor-adviser. The program utilizes the
services of volunteer young lawyers, through the Bar As~ociation,
from October to late February or early March.

Moot Court (3-0-3)
Oral and written arguments before appellate tribunals. Emphasis
on research, preparation of memoranda and briefs, and the
presentation and critique of the arguments by the participants.

The acquisition of legal training, experience and skills essential to
engage in the actual practice of law. Supervision by faculty
members and practitioners. A minimum of ten hours per week for
three quarters is required.
L 801

Antitrust Law (3-0-3)
Competition and monopoly under the Sherman Act, the Clayton
Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, and related state
statutes.

L 802

Appellate Practice (3-0-3)
State and Federal appellate court organization and rules of
practice and procedure, with emphasis on the Ohio inferior and
appellate courts and procedure; preparation and practice in
appeal work, both theoretical and practical.
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L 803

Arbitration Practice (3-0-3)
The nature, l~w. and practice of arbitration of disputes and claims
of various types.

L804

Bankruptcy (3-0-3)
Bankruptcy, its nature, origin and jurisdiction, the acts of bank
ruptcy, procedure, persons and pleadings, arrangement and
composition, debtor relief without liquidation, wage earners,
proof of claims, assets, distribution, and, in outline, corporate
reorganization.

L 805

..

Business Planning (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Taxation I or the equivalent
A problem-method course applying basic corporate law and basic
tax law to selected fact situations. Topics which may be covered
are: organi zi ng a close corporation ; organization of close and
public corporations, corporate distributions; corporate liquida
tions; corporate combinations; and corporate divisions.
L 806

L 807

L808

L 809

L 810

Debtor-Creditor Law (3-0-3)
State and federal law of insolvency and debtor-creditor rights and
remedies; general assignment; composition; receivership; bank
ruptcy ; reorgani zation ; debtor relief without liquidation;
common law and statutory rights and remedies.

L 812

Engineering Law Seminar (3-0-3 )
Workshop for individual and small group research in engineering
law.

L 813

Estate and Gift Taxation (3-0-3)
The study of the Federal Tax Laws related to estates and gifts,
emphasi zing the determination of gross estate, deductions,
expenses and the tax itself. Designed as preliminary for Estate
Planning (L 814).

L 814

Estate Planning (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Estate and Gift Tax or the equivalent

Church and State Relations (3-0-3)
Origin and nature of the state ; state authority and the duty of
obedience; survey of major historical views concerning church
and state relations; consideration of problems arising under the
"establishment" and "free exercise" clauses of the United States
Constitution; religion and public education; federal a id to
parochial schools; Sunday Blue Laws; conscientious objectors; tax
exemption of church property; censorship; public morality.

Review of principles of the law of wills, trusts and estates basic
to sound planning; analyzation of the fundamentals of federal
estate and gift taxes wi th emphasis on their effect upon the
available methods of arranging and disposing of property during
lifetime and by will. Effective use of life insurance, powers of
appointment and the marital deduction, and problems of
valuation, draftsmanship, and ad ministration.

Constitutional Law Seminar (3-0-3)
A workshop for individual and small group research in special
problems on advanced aspects of constitutional law.
Securities Regulation Seminar (3-0-3)
Methods of corporate financing; original and subsequent capital
ization and financing; sources and procedures; state and federal
regulation ; securities and markets.
Corporate Reorganization (3-0-3)
State and federal procedures and law, including the practice and
procedural aspects of reorganization and the rights of trustees,
creditors and corporations. Thorough analysis of the basis of
reorgani zation, jurisdiction of the courts, and fair and feasible
plans.

L 815

Federal Practice (3-0-3)
Constitutional limits of federal judicial power; original, appellate,
and removal jurisdiction of federal courts; law applied in federal
courts; conflict between state and federal systems.

L 816

Immigration Law (3-0-3)
A course in the law and procedure of immigration and natural
ization.

L 817

International Law (3-0-3)
Principles of international law and their application to internal
law, chiefly as app lied in international adjudication and arbitra
tion and in the Anglo-American system. Attention is given to
recognition, succession, territorial questions, jurisdiction,
diplomatic relations, immunity, international agreements, extra
dition , regulation of international commerce and industry.

L 818

Jurisprudence (3-0-3)
A workshop for individual and small group research in special
problems and special aspects of jurisprudence.

Damages (3-0-3)
Nature of : damnum absque injuria, nominal damages, compensa
tory damages, punitive damages. Aggravation and mitigation of:
~nterest and cost, liquidated damages, measure of damages,
inadequate and excessive damages; damages in specific actions,
contract anq tort.
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L 819

L 820

L 821

L 822

L 823

L 824

L 825
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Labor Law (3-0-3)
Analysis of the law of trade unionism and collective bargaining;
particular em()hasis on the rights and obligations of employers,
unions, and employees under Federal legislation; survey of
various important non-legal aspects of collective bargaining and
dispute settlement (mediation, arbitration, etc.).

L 826

International Trade Seminar (3-0-3)
Legal status of corporations and persons abroad; legal impl ica
tions of business and other activity extending to more than one
country. The reach of legal systems with overlapping or conflict
ing laws and regulations; international action, conflict, and
accommodation of corporations and other persons.

L 827

Oral Advocacy (3-0-3)
Techniques and principles of oral argument and persuasion in
legal proceedings, with emphasis on learning-by-doing.

L 828

Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks and Tradenames (3-0-3)
Common law and statutory law and practice in the chief areas of
intellectual property rights.

L 829

Preparation for Trial (3-0-3)
Investigation of facts, pretrial and discovery procedures, prepara
tion of brochure and other presentations, handling of witness,
readying for trial, preparation of evidence, and the like.

L 830

Probate Practice (3-0-3)
Current practices and procedures in the handling of wills and
other matters in probate courts, and allied problems and pro
cedures.

L 831

Psychiatry and Law (3-0-3)
The elements of psychiatry and the law applicable to cases and
situations involving psychiatry, such as insanity, incompetency,
expert witnesses, and other special problems.

L 832

Public Utilities (3-0-3)
History and development of the public utility ; rights and duties
of the interested parties; present program, and future trends of
rate-making and regulation, both federal and state; the important
constitutional problems; particular commissions.

L 833

Real Estate Practice (3-0-3)
Practice and procedure, emphasizing actual current practices in
purchase or sale or encumbrance; in real estate transactions,
vis-a-vis parties, financing institutions, title companies, brokers_,
and public authorities.

Organization and operation of charitable and merely non-profit
enterprises, societies, trade associations, foundations, civic and
social groups, etc., incorporated and unincorporated, including
use in connection with business enterprise planning.

..

Medicine for Lawyers (3-0-3)
Medical fundamentals for lawyers, given with the assistance of a
distinguished roster of specialist guest lecturers treating various
specialities, in addition to general course direction and teaching
by a member of the faculty with law and medical degrees and
experience.
Medicolegal Trial Preparation (3-0-3)
Preparation of the medicolegal aspects of a case involving
personal injuries, or criminal matters involving medical evidence
or considerations, insanity, or the like. Distinguished guest
lecturers assist with various special aspects.
Military Law (3-0-3)
The legal status of personnel in the armed forces treated, with
particular attention to the Uniform Code of Mil itary Justice.
Procedures applicable to courts-martial and military discipline
and regulation.

1"
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Motion Practice (3-0-3)
The chief types of motions, ranging from pretrial motions to
appellate proceedings; their natures, requisites and characteristics
both as matters of law and of tactical procedure and advocacy.

Municipal Corporations (3-0-3)
Definitions and nature; devolution of public powers in local units;
nature of the municipal .corporation in relation to the state and
other local units; internal organization and structure; legislative
and administrative process; powers, nature and construction; the
police power; liability in contract and quasi-contract; municipal
finance; property rights of municipal corporations; municipal
Ii abil ity for injuries to persons and property ; federal-city
relations.

Non-Profit Organizations Seminar (3-0-3)

Prerequisite: Corporations (a basic tax course is desirable)

>
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'
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L 834

Research in Medical Law (3-0-3)
The student is assigned a medicolegal subject to be developed by
research into both legal and medical literature in order to become
famil iar with the inter-relationship of both professions. While the
issues to be investigated are primarily legal, it becomes mandatory
for the student to understand basic medical considerations. The
libraries of the University and the Allen Memorial Library
become available to such students. Weekly meetings between
student and faculty member are held to discuss the product of
investigation and research and determine future course of
activity. A summary of the research in a form acceptable for
publication in the Cleveland State Law Review is required.
Available only to advanced students.

L 835

Restitution (3-0-3)
Quasi-contract, with specific attention to situations involving
benefits tortiously acquired, benefits conferred under mistake,
conditions of recovery and defenses thereto, benefits conferred
under compulsion, and benefits voluntarily conferred .

L 836

Settlement Practice (3-0-3)
Preparation and utilization of brochures, evidence, pretrial
materials, medical reports, and the like; conduct of negotiations.

L 837

Taxation 11 (3-0-3)
Federal income taxation of corporations and partnerships, includ
ing associations and Subchapter S corporations.

L 838

Taxation-Procedure, Penalties and Prosecutions (3-0-3)
Ninety-day letters; Tax Court petitions; refund claims; refund
suits; statutes of limitations; civil penalties; criminal prosecutions.

L 839

Taxation-State and Local (3-0-3)
Fundamentals of state and local taxation , with emphasis on
corporate franchise, gross receipts, real and persona: property,
income, sales, use, and death taxes; special attention to tax prob
lems of business enterprises.
Federal Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts (3-0-3)
Income tax problems of fiduciaries; decedent's last return;
income in respect of a decedent.

L 846

Trade Regulation (3-0-3)
A study of the implementation of federal trade regulation
statutes with emphasis on the inter-relationship of these laws with
the competitive cross-tensions of the contemporary economy.
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Trial Practice (3-0-3)
Conduct of a trial of a civil or criminal case, and step-by-step
practice and procedure during_ the course of a trial.

L 848

Trial Preparation (3-0-3)
Preparation of a case for trial, from original interviews to the trial
brief; settlement negotiations, with emphasis on personal injury
cases. Conducted in seminar style

L 849

Trial Procedure Clinic (3-0-3)
A learning-by-doing clinic in trial practice and procedure,
providing actual experience in conducting trials.

L 850

Unfair Trade Practices (3-0-3)
Various forms of unfair trade practices in violation of government
and private regulations. Federal Acts, such as the Clayton Act,
the Robinson-Patman Act, the Miller-Tydings Act, Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act, are examined to determine what
constitutes an unfair trade practice and the procedure involved in
remedying such a practice. Some of the unfair trade practices
studied are misbranding, disparagement, commercial espionage,
simulating trade-names, false and misleading advertising, and
discrimination.

L 851

Workmen's Compensation (3-0-3)
The procedural and substantive problems arising in the practice
under Workmen's Compensation statutes with special emphasis
on the Ohio statutes.

L 852

Secured Transactions (3-0-3)
Study of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code; validity of
chattel security agreements; perfected and imperfected security
interests; rules of priority.

L 853

Consumer Remedies Seminar (3-0-3)
The nature and role of credit in urban society, the relative
economic position of the credit dealer and the credit consumer
and the problems attendant to that relative position; subsequent
focus on methods by which lawyers, government, institutions,
consumers, and creditors attempt to solve these problems
(emphasis given to the Uniform Commerical Code, the proposed
Uniform Consumer Credit Code, the Uniform Deceptive Trade
Practices Act, and relevant case law), effectiveness of these .solu
tions and solutions which ought to be developed. A paper is
required.

I ..
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L 840

L 847
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l854

l 855

l 858

Public Benefits Seminar (3-0-3)
The background of the American public assistance system and
current legal problems in its administration. General relief and
"categorical" programs; administrative due process; eligibility
problems; role of the welfare client's attorney; relationship of
public assistance and Social Security programs; proposed
alternatives to welfare.
Urban Development Seminar (3-0.3)
The nature of and reasons for decay of large metropolitan areas;
focus on the role of federal, state, and local mechanisms presently
available for dealing with th is decay ; special emphasis on the
Federal Housing Administration, the Housing Assistance
Administration, the Renewal Assistance Administration, Small
Business Administration, the Ohio Depa rt ment of Urban Affairs,
the Ohio Insurance Board, etc.; the ro le of the lawyer in
manipulating and changing these agencies to achieve his client's
ends. A paper is req uired .
Legal History Seminar (3-0.3)
A reading and discussion seminar on legal history, emphasizing
Anglo-American and American developments.

l 859

legislation Seminar (3-0-3)
Drafting of legislation, the legislative process, and legislative
interpretation. In the legislative process, emphasis is placed upon
the need for legislation as a prerequisite to enactment,
introduction of a measure, reference to committee, witnesses
before committees, the committee hearings, presentation of the
measure to the House by the committee, and floor consideration.
About fifty per cent of the t ime will be devoted to federal
legislation, about forty per cent to state legislation, and about ten
per cent to municipal legislation.

L 860

legal Research (3-0-3)
Prerequisite: Legal Writing
Independent study in a specialized area of the law, under the
supervision of a faculty member. Permission of the Dean is
required .

\
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Research Assistant (3-0-3)
Advanced students may be accepted by a faculty member to
engage in specialized legal research in an area of interest to the
faculty member. Permission of the Dean is required.

Current Tax Problems Seminar (3-o.3)
Workshop for individual and small group research on special tax
problems; emphasis on recent developments.

l866

Organization of a Business Enterprise (Seminar) (3-0-3)
Protection of idea and name; choosing the form of organization;
se lection of domicile; incorporation procedure; stock
subscriptions; and anticipatin_g death of owner.

L 867

Oh io Civil Procedure (3-0-3)
Prerequisite: Civil Procedure
A civil procedure course (See L 505) with particular emphasis on
the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure.

L 871

Environmental law Seminar
(In process of preparation ; to be announced )

L 872

law and the Behavioral Sciences (3-0-3)
Interchanges betwee n the legal and other social systems; impact
of society on law and of law on society ; and the legal system as a
social system with intrasystem considerations.

L 873

Labor Law Seminar (3-0.3)
(In process of preparation; to be announced.)
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